WAND
SHARING DAY
7th November 2012
(in conjunction with E CULTURE 2012)

Share and Illuminate Your Practice
DISSEMINATE THE RESULTS OF YOUR ALTC OR OLT FUNDED RESEARCH IN A COLLEGIAL ATMOSPHERE
POSTER, PAPER SHOW OR TELL SESSION

This theme takes us beyond self-reflection on our teaching practice to locate SoTL in a practice of sharing with others. It is our shared practice and experiences, which binds us into the community that is our strength — for in dialogue with colleagues we can illuminate our practice in different ways. Together we can create new meanings and construct connections critical to our teaching and learning success.

In this spirit, The WAND Sharing Day for 2012, has been integrated into E CULTURE and you are invited to share with your WAND and ECU colleagues practical examples, experiences and research.

We invite you to take part in this conference by attending, submitting a paper (which can be refereed), Abstract or Poster (both non-refereed) for inclusion in the conference program.

We especially invite abstracts for sessions that illuminate good teaching practice in show and tell sessions.

Venue: Joondalup Campus, Building 32

For more information please go to  https://www.ecu.edu.au/conferences/2012/eculture/
Further queries to  cld@ecu.edu.au

Register NOW — As a participant and/or reviewer